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[Designated Research Projects〕
Articles
Unknown Enemy Aliens :
Japanese Civilian Internees in the Tatura Internment Camp Observed
by an Australian Warder (2) TOYAMA (KANAMOTO) Itsuko ( 1 )
Cinematic Representation of the Bangladesh Liberation War MINAMIDE Kazuyo ( 15 )
“Who Ate the Donut?” Eye-Examination That Children from Three Years Old Can Take
: Analysis of the Current Situation and Issue of Eye-Examination




Recruiting, Education, and Grow up Spiritually in a Collaborative Comminity
Case of Netz Toyota Nangoku YAMADA Ichiro ( 43 )
[Collaborative Research Projects〕
Articles
Visitors from Oceans and Memory of Natural Disasters in Ryukyus :
On “Ulm Islands” and Nirai-kanai” ISSHIKI Aki ( 55 )
Contribution to the Local Area by the University Library :
In Service to Elderly Person for Lifelong Education SHIHOTA Tsutomu ( 67 )
The Education of Social Research in Transition










Possibilities for Researching the Modern and Early Modern Urban
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